Learning objectives
40 - 60+ months:

EYFS Quick Practice
3D Shapes

•

Recognises numerals 1 to 5.

•

Counts up to three or four objects by saying one number name for each
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item.
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•

Counts actions or objects which cannot be moved.

• Counts
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•
Counts an irregular arrangement of up to ten objects.
• Counts actions or objects which cannot be moved.
•
Estimates
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they can see
and checks
counting and
them.
• Uses familiar
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and
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tobycreate
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Early Learning
Goal:
• Beginning to use mathematical names for ‘solid’ 3D
.
Children count reliably with numbers from one to 20, place them in
shapes
and
‘flat’number
2D shapes,
terms to
order and say which
is one more and
or onemathematical
less than a given number.
describe shapes.
• Selects a particular named shape.
Early Learning Goal:
They explore characteristics of everyday objects and shapes
and use mathematical language to describe them.

3D shape detectives
Go on a 3D shape hunt around your setting.
Use these pictures to help you.

Shapes

Tally

Cube

Cylinder

Cone

Sphere
3D shapes image by poganka06 - stock.adobe.com

3D shape detectives
Draw a line to match the objects to their correct 3D shape.
The first one has been done for you.

Cube

Cylinder

Cone

Sphere

Creating 3D shapes
Make a cube using this shape net.
Cut around the edge, fold along the dotted lines and glue the tabs,
then stick the shape together. Add spots to turn it into a dice!

Properties of 3D shapes
Here are some descriptions of 3D shapes. Can you fill in the gaps?
This is a ………................................................................................................
It has …....…............... flat square faces.
It looks like a box.
This is a……….....................................................………....................................
It has …….................... flat curved face.
It looks like a………..................................……….........................................
This is a……….....................................................………..................................
It has …….................... flat circle faces.
It looks like a tube of sweets.
This is a …….................................................................................................
It has …….................... curved face and no edges.
It looks like a ……..................................................................................
This is a …….................................................................................................
It has …….................... flat square base.
It looks like a ……...................................................................................
This is a……..................................................................................
It has …….................... flat long rectangle faces and
……................... short faces.

cube

cuboid

pyramid

sphere

cylinder

cone

